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Dumpling
?500PORK WITH SHRIMP

Experience the perfect combination of pork and shrimp 
in our Juicy Dumplings. A delicious & satisfying treat.

?450CHICKEN WITH SHRIMP
Each dumpling is filled with tender chicken and succulent 
shrimp, creating a burst of flavors in every bite. 

?400MUSHROOM  
A flavorful mixture of finely chopped mushroom and spices
A perfect harmony of rich & earthy flavors.

?400PANEER WITH SPINACH 
Mixture of velvety texture with freshness of spinach, creating

a delightful combination of flavours and textures

Momo
STEAM MOMO
Authentic Darjeeling style Steam Momo, lightly seasoned 
& filled with your choice of meat or vegetables.

Veg / Chicken / Pork

?300/ ?400/ ?450

KOTHEY MOMO
Pan-fried dumplings with a crispy bottom & a juicy filling 
of your choice, served with a tangy dipping sauce.  

Veg / Chicken / Pork

?350/ ?450/ ?500

?250 / ?300/ ?350LOCAL MOMO
Experience the essence of Kathmandu with our Local Jhol 
Momo, well seasoned momos served in an aromatic broth.

Veg / Bu�� / Chicken

INTRODUCING OUR EXCITING NEW FUSION DUMPLING POP UP.
EXPERIENCE BOLD FLAVORS & EXCITING TEXTURES.



Da Bao

Wonton
Crispy fried / In chili / Noodle soup 

?350CHICKEN WONTON
Delicate and thin wrappers enveloping a delectable 
seasoned chicken, with a savory dipping sauce.

Crispy fried / In chili / Noodle soup 

?300VEG WONTON
Handmade thin wrappers filled with a blend of 
fresh vegetables, a delightful vegetarian option.

Bao Bun
?550PORK BELLY BAO

Melt-in-your-mouth pork belly with the so�, flu��y 
embrace of a steamed bun.

?450CRUNCHY CHICKEN BAO
Crispy chicken strips, marinated in a blend of savory 
spices, served in a so� steamed bun. 

?400MUSHROOM CHHOILA BAO
The marriage of sautéed mushrooms & our Chhoila spice 
blend that embodies the spirit of Newari cuisine.

So�, pillowy steamed buns, with meat or vegetables, 
blended with aromatic herbs & spices. 

Veg / Chicken / Pork

?300/ ?350 / ?400

Curly Fries 
Crunch into our irresistible Curly Fries. Golden & crispy 
spiral-cut potatoes seasoned to perfection.

?450


